CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

1.i THE HISTORY OF BRITISH APOCALYPTIC THOUGHT
The study of early modern Britain between the Reformation of the 1530s and
the Wars of the Three Kingdoms of the 1640s has undergone a series of
historiographical revisions. The dramatic events during that century were marked by
a religious struggle that produced a Protestant nation, divided internally, yet clearly
opposed to Rome. Likewise the political environment instilled a sense of responsible
awareness regarding the administration of the realm and the defense
of constitutional liberty.1 Whig Historians from the nineteenth century described
these changes as a “Puritan Revolution.”2 Essentially this was England’s inevitable
march towards enlightenment as a resultt of religious and political maturation.3
Subsequent Marxist historians attributed these radical changes to socio-economic
factors.4 Britain was witnessing the decline of the medieval feudal system and the
rise of a new capitalist class. Both of these early views claimed that brewing social,
political and economic unrest culminated in extreme radical action.
More recently, beginning in the 1980s, new studies appeared that began to
challenge these old assumptions. Relying on careful archival research, many of these
studies discarded the former conception of this period as “revolutionary”, instead
arguing that the Reformation was in fact a gradual and unpopular process.5 In
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addition scholars revised the history of the
t 1640s with a greater emphasis on the
religious divisions within the Church compounding in war.6 Instead of portraying
radical puritans versus conservative Anglicans, some revisionists claimed that the
disruption of a Calvinist consensus by Arminians, and the re-imposition of popish
ceremonies by Archbishop Laud during the reign of Charles I, pushed the nation to
war.7 These new studies continue to be expanded and challenged, but what is
unanimously clear is that the old paradigm of a radical revolution is no longer
acceptable.8 Margo Todd summarizes this new approach: “the revisionists do not
necessarily agree with each other, except in
n dismissing absolutely the old ‘Puritan
Revolution’ as a struggle of the godly reformed against the resurgent popery in
Laudian guise.”9
While revisionist and now some counter-revisionist studies are continuing to
rewrite the social, political and economic history of early modern Britain, one area of
study has yet to be thoroughly re-examined and re-evaluated: the apocalyptic
tradition in Britain.10 The history of British apocalyptic thought was a topic of great
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interest in the 1970s. All the major surveys of apocalypticism during the sixteenth
and seventeenth century were published during that decade.11 Consequently all of
these studies promoted the conclusions of either the previous Whig or Marxist
historiographies. Apocalyptic thought, and especially millenarianism, became a
convenient theological rationale which supported a revolutionary agenda in early
modern England. The visions of the Apocalypse prophesied the final defeat of the
Antichrist and the establishment of Christ’s millennial kingdom on earth. As a result,
according to these earlier studies, interest in the Apocalypse helped to fuel the fire of
revolution, since revolt could be justified now by divine mandate and framed within
an apocalyptic timeline. The forces of Satan (represented by Charles I and his
crypto-papist Archbishop) had to be defeated in anticipation of the end of human
history and the inauguration of the millennial kingdom of Christ. Thus, these surveys
neatly aligned the rise of apocalyptic interest and the popularity of millenarianism
with the chaotic years of war and devastation in the early seventeenth century.
Apocalyptic and millenarian thought was equated precisely with revolution.
Since the publication of these surveys there has been a surprising silence
from historians regarding the study of early modern British apocalyptic thought.
The 1980s added only a few publications of collected essays to the standing
literature on the subject.12 With the dawn of a new millennium, conveniently
interest in the history of apocalypticism was revived, especially in more popular
publications.13 Only one academic monograph appeared in 2000 focusing again
on early modern British apocalyptic interest, but it still perpetuates the
historiographical approach of the 1970s.14 Crawford Gribben’s study of British
11
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millenarianism claims that the prime motivation for executing Charles I was a
radical millenarian eschatology.
The Stuarts had promoted their dynasty on the premise that they were
rulers by divine right - God’s representatives on earth. The regicides,
fuelled by millenarian fervour, took advantage of this to argue that this
was all the more reason for replacing the royal dynasty with the one they
represented. Theregicide was nothing less than a clearing of the way for
the second coming of Christ, England’s rightful king.15
In thirty years of historical research very little has changed. A revision of the history
of British apocalyptic thought is long overdue.

1.ii JOSEPH MEDE AND ENGLISH MILLENARIANISM
By the mid-seventeenth century the mostt popular eschatological position in
England was millenarianism. It was repudiated previously in the Forty-Two
Articles of Religion of 1552, but reintroduced in the seventeenth century. What
accounted for this reintroduction of a controversial eschatology? On the
continent Johann Heinrich Alsted published his Diatribe de mille annos in 1627,
and others like Carolus Gallus, Calvin’s former student, and Johannes Piscator,
Alsted’s colleague in Herborn, previously had held to a millenarian position.16
Yet the revival of this position in England was not without an indigenous
contributor. Joseph Mede published his Clavis Apocalyptica the same year as
Alsted’s book. His interpretations would prove to have a sustained influence.
Mede gained millenarian disciples in England, the continent and North America,
including notable scholars like John Milton, Henry More, and Isaac Newton; and
his apocalyptic conclusions would continue to be discussed well into the
eighteenth century.17
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The first publication of the Clavis Apocalyptica proposed Mede’s unique
chronological sequence for the visions of the Apocalypse. This provided a
creative “key” to unlocking the meaning of this prophetic book. The Clavis was
republished in 1632 with a commentary on the text of the Apocalypse. In
addition to this monograph, Mede wrote further comments in short treatises and
numerous private letters. Besides these treatises and letters the only other
significant study was a series of sermons on I Timothy 4 given at the university
chapel, which was published posthumously in 1641. All of these works were
focused primarily on apocalyptic passages in the Bible.
Consequently, the person and writings of Joseph Mede provide a unique
source in which to observe the emergence and influence of millenarianism in the
English apocalyptic tradition. Examining Mede and his writings within the
context of the seventeenth century will contribute to a more accurate picture of
English millenarianism. The premature application of social scientific
formulations to early modern millenarianism by scholars in the 1970s has led into
a historiographical cul-de-sac, which could not account for disparate variations of
millenarianism. It is important to produce a conception which Mede himself
would recognize, without rashly superimposing modern or postmodern
configurations.18 Additionally Mede’s writings will reveal the specific sources
that contributed to a comprehensive millenarian eschatology. Furthermore
Mede’s interpretations provide a good starting point for tracing the legacy of
English millenarianism as it continued after his death in 1638. The indebtedness
to Mede of other commentators will help to determine the nature, shape and
influence of millenarianism in various contexts beyond the 1640s.

1.iii

LEADING QUESTIONS

The comparatively limited sources – outside of his apocalyptic writings - make it
difficult to study extensively the political, philosophical, social and theological
thought of Joseph Mede. Nevertheless it is important to place Mede and his
apocalyptic writings within the context of the early seventeenth century in order to
answer the most significant and fundamental question: did Mede consider
millenarianism a theological and biblical motivation for radical activism resulting in
revolution? In the years that Mede lived, leading up to the outbreak of war, partisan
groups were divided over heated political and theological issues. Determining
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Mede’s attitudes and positions within such a volatile climate will shed light on how
he viewed the application of millenarianism in his current environment.
It is also important to ask when and why Mede became a millenarian? As
previously stated, the Church of England in the sixteenth century had ruled that
millenarianism was outside the bounds of orthodoxy. Yet the seventeenth century
would witness the proliferation of this previously heretical doctrine from Mede
onward. Dating his millenarian conversion will help to locate historically the rebirth
of millenarianism and also open the possibility of identifying a pree or nonmillenarian Mede. Then it can be asked, what were the events and factors that led to
the reintroduction of millenarianism in the mind of Mede?
Nearly as provocative as Mede’s own eschatology is the study of his
millenarian legacy that continued into the eighteenth century. While it is important to
examine this legacy chronologically, especially its sustained popularity during less
explosive years, it is also vital to map out Mede’s legacy geographically. What was
the reception and influence of Mede beyond England and the British Isles? Issues
and events on the continent and in North America sometimes paralleled but often
differed from those in Britain. What form did apocalyptic thought take and to what
extent did millenarianism in these foreign contexts maintain Mede’s distinct
conclusions? The crucial task will be to answer these questions and produce a more
accurate understanding of seventeenth-century millenarianism.

CHAPTER TWO

Biography

2.i JOSEPH MEDE: A BIOGRAPHY
Lost among the catalogue of seventeenth-century English Divines is the name
Joseph Mede. While current scholarship on early modern Britain continues to
produce voluminous studies on more recognizable figures like John Owen or
Richard Baxter, individuals like Mede have been relegated to the margins and
reduced to historical anonymity. However the seventeenth century paints a
different portrait of Mede and his place within the religious history of Britain.

2.ii EARLY YEARS (1586-1602)
Little is written on Joseph Mede’s early years. All previous biographical
summaries are based, almost entirely, on the account of his life found in the
edited volumes of his works.1 This preface gives the most extensive details of
Mede’s life ever published. Speculation surrounds the anonymous authors of this
biography. John Worthington, the editor of Mede’s collective works, describes
the first part of the biography as “written by some of great acquaintance with
him, and that always had a just esteem for him.”2 Likewise the second part was
sent by another, “Doctor anciently of the same University, one who frequently
resorted to Mr. Mede, and thought himself richly rewarded by his discourse for
every journey he made to his Chamber.”3 It is commonly assumed that
Worthington himself is one of the two authors, while the identity of the other
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may be John Alsop.4 Drawing from this earliest biography, supplemented by
additional archival sources, this biographical sketch will attempt to introduce the
details and significance of the life of Joseph Mede.
Joseph Mede was born in 1586 at Breden in Essex. His parents were
described as individuals of “honest rank,” and distant relatives to Sir John Mede
of Wendon Lofts in Essex. Sir John would later serve as a valuable patron during
Mede’s career at Cambridge. Little is known of Mede’s childhood, other then the
fact that at ten years of age both he and his father fell ill from smallpox. His
father never recovered and his mother remarried a certain Mr. Gower from
Nasing. Mede had two sisters, Rebecca and “Sister Casse.” John Alsop recorded
in his account of Mede’s estate specific amounts of money left to the children of
each of his two sisters.5
Mede’s education was a high priority for his parents. His stepfather sent him to
school in Hoddseden, and then to Wethersfield
f
in Essex. A popular story was told
about Mede that during his early school days he purchased a copy of Robert
Bellarmine’s Hebrew grammar and proceeded to teach himself the rudimentary
principles of that ancient language, spurning the discouragement of his teacher.6 In
Wethersfield it was likely that he studied under the puritan non-conformist Richard
Rogers.7 Rogers was appointed lecturer in Wethersfield in 1573 and was an active
supporter for non-conformity during the Elizabethan reforms.8 He objected to
Bishop Whitgift’s Three Articles, and in 1588 he was involved in the signing of a
proto-congregationalist covenant (with
h twenty others) in Wethersfield.9 The
covenant effectively established an independent gathering “for the continuance of
love and for the edifying one of another, after some bodily repast and refreshing.”10
From Rogers, at an early age, Mede mustt have gained first-hand knowledge of the
conflicts and tensions brewing in the Church of England, particularly from the
puritan vantage point. This partially explains why Mede was so reluctant to engage
4
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in the political debates of his own generation. Due to his outspokenness, Rogers was
twice suspended from his ministerial duties, the last time in 1607, prior to Mede
completing his studies in Wethersfield.11
Another possible influence on Mede was Rogers’ theological emphasis on
practical Christian conduct. In 1603 Rogers’ publishedd Seaven Treatises
containing such directions as is gathered out of the Holie Scriptures.12 The
intention of this book was to set forth a practical divinity to instruct Christians in
their daily lives. In the preface Rogers reveals his intention,
that the Christian man, and he who is faithfull indeede, may so carrie
himselfe in his course, as he may have no thought or purpose to revolt
and turne from this hope which is set before him, but be perswaded that
he is infinitly incouraged, to hold out constantly therein, against all that
might come in his way contrarie.13
His emphasis was not on precise doctrine, although Rogers did not neglect that
aspect, but on practical living. Likewise for Mede, in his own life and his wider
theology, the priority of godly living often eclipsed the substantive doctrines
being debated in the seventeenth century.14

2.iii UNIVERSITY YEARS (1602-1610)
In 1602 Mede enrolled at Richard Rogers’ alma mater, Christ’s College at the
University of Cambridge. This was an obvious choice in many ways. Samuel
Ward, Rogers’ stepson, had also attended Christ’s from 1588 to 1596, and would
later serve as Master of the new Sidney Sussex College.15 Still more
significantly, Daniel Rogers, Richard’s eldest son, was a fellow at Christ’s and
assigned to be Mede’s tutor. Cambridge in the early 1600s was a citadel of
puritanism. Mede enrolled the year of William Perkins’ death, nevertheless
Perkin’s tremendous influence continued at Christ’s and throughout the
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University.16 At Christ’s, Mede was exposed to such notable puritan scholars as
William Ames and Thomas Bainbridge.17 The younger Rogers bore a number of
similarities to his father, especially a staunch commitment to defending the
puritan cause.18 Daniel was considered suspect under the Laudian regime for
condemning Arminianism along with practices within the Church of England that
resembled popish ceremonies.19 After only three years as Mede’s tutor he left
Cambridge to serve as the minister at Haversham
a
in Buckinghamshire; after some
time in Haversham he moved back home to Wethersfield to follow in his father’s
footsteps as lecturer.20 Daniel Roger’s theological sympathies had little formative
influence on Mede, except to distinguish a brand of radical puritanism that Mede
rejected. In many ways Mede’s early education - steeped in puritanism - would
prove invaluable for navigating the treacherous theological waters of
seventeenth-century England.
Following Daniel Rogers’ departure, William Addison replaced him as
Mede’s tutor. Mede found Addison’s ecclesiastical position much more
congenial to that of his previous tutor. Addison was sympathetic towards
continual reforms, without however advocating any radical changes. Throughout
his career Addison remained a loyal cleric within the Church of England, being
appointed rector of Brampton St. Mary, Northamptonshire, and later rector of
Whitfield in Northumberland.21 The closeness between Addison and Mede was
evident in 1610 when Addison was appointed as a Junior Proctor. It was the
tradition that all new Junior Proctors participate in a scholastic disputation.
Addison asked Mede to serve as moderator of his disputation.22
Undergraduate education at Cambridge in the early seventeenth century
began with a broad foundation. Aspects of humanism and scholasticism formed
the core curriculum.23 Logic, rhetoric, ethics, metaphysics, physics, mathematics,
16
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and cosmography were all required subjects.24 Mastery of this material provided
the foundation for advanced studies in medicine, law, music or theology. For
those, like Mede, who continued in theology, additional study in near-eastern
biblical languages proved to be an invaluable asset. Under Addison’s tutelage
Mede distinguished himself, and in 1610 he received his Master of Arts degree.
Such early recognition marked the beginning of Mede’s academic career.

2.iv FELLOW AT CHRIST’S COLLEGE (1610-1638)
The events that surrounded Mede’s election to Fellow at Christ’s were indicative
of the political and ecclesiastical debates that entangled the early Stuart Church.
The first attempt to elect Mede to the King Edward fellowship was unsuccessful
because the Master of Christ’s College, Valentine Cary, suspected that Mede
“looked too much towards Geneva” – an unsubstantiated accusation that Mede
supported the puritan agenda.25 Cary perceived that Mede was sympathetic
toward the faction within Christ’s that had opposed his own election to Master in
1609.26 This group included Mede’s former tutors Rogers and Addison.27
Consequently, support from outside the University was needed to secure Mede’s
election; so Lancelot Andrewes (then Bishop of Ely and later Bishop of
Winchester) intervened on Mede’s behalf. Additionally it has been suggested that
Sir Martin Stuteville, with whom Mede would have regular correspondence, also
aided during the election.28 Finally in 1613 Mede’s election was completed and
he began fulfilling his duties as a fellow and tutor.
Shortly after his election, Mede was made Reader of the Greek Lecture of
Sir Walter Mildmay’s foundation. He devoutly performed his duties as a tutor
Learning: Puritan Attitudes towards Reason, Learning, and Education, 1560-1640. (Cambridge,
1986), p. 228; more specifics on scholasticism in Cambridge can be found in, Costello, The
Scholastic Curriculum, pp. 7-35.
24
Ibid. 36-106.
25
Ibid. XXXVI.
26
More details about Cary’s election can be found in, Stephen A. Bondos-Greene, “The End of an
Era: Cambridge Puritanism and the Christ’s College Election of 1609”, The Historical Journal, 25,
I (1982), pp. 197-208.
27
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28
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Platonist Movementt (Cambridge, 1911), pp. 17-18. Likewise Stuteville became so impressed with
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with both academic rigor and pastoral compassion. Mede conducted individual
lectures which he tailored to the specific needs of each student.29 The basic
Cambridge University core curriculum that Mede had completed in his own
student days was covered. Mede incorporated
r
the latest pedagogical resources
including the innovative works of Bartholomew Keckermann and Johann
Heinrich Alsted.30 Emphasis was placed on the study of philosophy, theology and
the classical languages of Greek and Latin.31
While the standards of academic excellence were high, Mede never
disregarded lessons in practical divinity for his students. In the course of their
studies, Mede emphasized three maxims for scholarship: first, obtain an
understanding of the universal Christian truths;
r
second, in all things demonstrate
charity; and finally, third, in presenting one’s position, always proceed
“Socratically,” or by building a mountain of postulations – one on top of the
other.32 Here Mede sought to combine the best of scholarly pursuits with an
impeccable Christian attitude. Such attention and concern would attract a variety
of students who studied at Christ’s College in the early seventeenth century,
includingg such prominent figures as Henry More, Thomas Goodwin and John
Milton.33

2.v THE SCHOLAR
The corpus of Mede’s writings can be divided into three sections. The first were
fifty-three short discourses preached in Cambridge.34 These covered a variety of
topics and give added insight to Mede’s theology beyond the other two more
29
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focused sections. The range of topics included everything from the details of
soteriology to the proper date of Christ’s birth. While Mede was primarily
recognized for his other writings, these discourses display the breadth and depth
of his scholarly interests.
The second section contained Mede’s works on ecclesiology and Christian
worship.35 His first significant piece in this section was a Latin tract entitled De
Sanctitate Relativa addressed to Bishop Lancelot Andrewes, in which he
discussed the necessity of revering the sacred.36 It was the reputation of this tract
that most likely convinced Andrewes to support Mede’s election to Fellow at
Christ’s College.37 Following this first tract, Mede continued to deal with the
question of the “sacred,” particularly as it was applied to Christian worship. In
three other treatises entitled, The Reverence of God’s House, The Christian
Sacrifice and The Name Θγειαετηριον or Altare anciently given to the Holy
Table, Mede applied the same principles in order to demonstrate that the worship
practices within the Church of England had biblical warrant. Additionally Mede
wrote another treatise entitled, Churches, that is, Appropriate Places for
Christian Worship, Both in, and ever since, the Apostles Times. Here Mede
attempted to demonstrate historically that arbitrary private meetings for the
purpose of worship never had been the practice of the early church. This was a
deliberate attempt to oppose those puritan separatists who were beginning to
espouse a congregational ecclesiastic polity. The preface of Mede’s collective
works states that the treatises and tracts found in this section were his “eldest
thoughts and studies.”38 They were probably written sometime in the mid-1630s,
with The Name …Altare published in 1637, and The Reverence of God’s House,
along with Churches…the Appropriate Places for Christian Worship published
in 1638, just before Mede’s death. Mede dedicated these books to Archbishop
William Laud and John Cosin, procuring their guarded favor during some of the
most difficult times for the Church of England. It was no coincidence that these
three were published during the height of the debate over practices in worship
within the Church of England, just four short years before these mounting
tensions would push the country into civil war.
The last section of Mede’s writings was the most influential and universally
respected. The skill and learning displayed in his apocalyptic writings set him
apart from other biblical commentators of his day. The words of William Twisse,
35
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first prolocutor of the Westminster Assembly and close friend to Mede, are often
quoted to demonstrate Mede’s uniqueness: “Master Mede hath many notions of
so rare a nature, that I do not finde he is beholding to any other for them, but
onely to his owne studiousnesse and dexteritie, with the blessing of God upon his
labours.”39 The most famous of his apocalyptic writings was the work entitled the
Clavis Apocalyptica, first published in 1627. This was not a full commentary on
the Apocalypse, but an outline of his method, the use of synchronisms, which
served as Mede’s key to unlocking the mysteries of this book. The Clavis
Apocalyptica was republished in 1632, this time accompanied by a full
commentary. This book was circulated throughout Britain, continental Europe
and North America, gaining Mede international interest and appreciation for his
exegetical conclusions.
The Clavis Apocalyptica was not his only apocalyptic work, but from 1632
until his death Mede was unable to publish any other books related to this topic
due to a ban issued by Archbishop Laud. The Archbishop would not permit the
publication of any book identifying Rome or the Papacy as the Antichrist - a key
interpretation for any Protestant apocalyptic commentator.40 Consequently none
of Mede’s other works were published during his lifetime. Instead his Apostasy
of the Latter Times was published in 1641, A Paraphrase and Exposition of the
Prophesies of Saint Peterr in 1642, and Daniel’s Weekes in 1643. Along with
these added titles, in 1643 the Clavis Apocalyptica was again republished, but
this time translated into English with the endorsement of the Long Parliament.
Beyond the works already mentioned, Mede wrote a few other short treatises
which were collected and published by Worthington in his collective works.41

2.vi CORRESPONDENCE
One final point should be added in regard to Mede’s life. Book IV of his
collected works contains ninety-eight letters of correspondence between Mede
and significant political and ecclesiastical figures in Britain and continental
Europe.42 This network of communication reflects the broad interest of
intellectuals during the early modern period. Most of these letters are filled with
inquiries regarding Mede’s apocalyptic interpretations, specifically his method
and its application to events on the continent, in England, and in North America.
39
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Mede’s correspondence demonstrates two specific points. First, these letters
help to solidify Mede’s reputation as an expert on the Apocalypse during the
seventeenth century. His letters are filled with queries from theologians not only
in England, but also Ireland, the Dutch Republic, and France.43 Most were
seeking further elaboration on some of Mede’s specific interpretative
conclusions, while others were interested in circulating more copies of the Clavis
Apocalyptica; Paul Testard even wrote to communicate that he had translated
it into French.44 Likewise, biblical scholars who were less convinced by Mede’s
exegetical conclusions wrote to him as well. The need to respond to Mede’s
writings is telling in and of itself. Mede’s re-introduction of millenarianism was
stimulating theological thought. Due to his growing popularity, those who
disagreed obviously felt it was necessary to respond to Mede.
Second, Mede’s correspondence provides additional evidence for examining
the extent of intellectual exchange during the early seventeenth century.
Networks were established beyond simply the British Isles. Theological thought
was not confined to one’s particular country, but was communicated across
Europe and to North America. Scholars regularly discussed each other’s work
through personal correspondence and printed replies. The cross-fertilization of
thought created an academic community, which openly engaged with and often
times debated the latest scholarly works.45
Furthermore an additional body of Mede’s letters should be mentioned in
regard to networks. From 1619 to 1631 Mede wrote weekly to his close friend Sir
Martin Stuteville in Dalham.46 These letters contained transcriptions of news
tracts from London, as well as Mede’s own comments regarding current events in
Cambridge, London and the continent. Mede’s letters to Stuteville provide a
fascinating look at how news was received and disseminated in the early modern
period. Battles during the Thirty Years War, gossip about political affairs in
London, and updates from the University were all reported meticulously. Clearly
Mede had a great interest in and concern for the world around him.
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2.vii CONCLUSION
The actual events of Joseph Mede’s life were not exciting. Most of it was lived in
relative isolation in Christ’s College. However, from the simple chambers of his
study in Cambridge flowed forth a fount of learning that contributed to the
development of certain aspects of theology and biblical exegesis for at least the
next century. Students attending Cambridge, fellow English divines, and foreign
scholars who came into contact with Mede were all exposed to his scholarly
pursuits.
The remainder of Mede’s life was spent as a scholar and teacher at Christ’s.
He refused all appointments that would have brought greater prestige and
prominence. Twice Archbishop James Ussher of Armaugh invited Mede to
accept the provostship of Trinity College in Dublin, but he politely declined both
times. Likewise it seemed that Mede, in his later days, was even offered a
position as Archbishop Laud’s household chaplain.47 Again Mede declined,
preferring the quieter life behind the walls of his study. On 1 October of 1638, at
the age of fifty-two, Mede fell seriously ill and died. Many friends and admirers
lamented Mede’s death.48 The executor of his will, and his colleague, John
Alsop, preached a fitting funeral sermon from Genesis 5:24, “And Enoch walked
with God, and he was not, for God took him.”
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CHAPTER THREE

Crypto-Papists, Anti-Calvinists and the Antichrist

3.i MILLENARIANISM AND THE ENGLISH REVOLUTION
The biography of Joseph Mede concludes with a most telling statement:
We will onely observe one thing more concerning the Time of his Death,
That he was taken away from the Evils that were ready to come upon this
Island: a Favour which God vouchsafes to many of the righteous.1
On the second of October 1638, the inconspicuous Cambridge biblical scholar
was laid to rest in the inner chapel of Christ’s College. As if scripted by a master
playwright, Mede exits the scene2 just before what Christopher Hill describes as
“the greatest upheaval that has yet occurred in Britain.”3 From 1638 to 1660
England would experience widespread ecclesiastical, political and social unrest.
The Church of England would be torn apart by embittered factions insisting on
more thorough reforms, while Parliament itself would repudiate the divine right
of the monarch plunging the nation into civil war. Mede’s biographer alluded to
his timely passing as a blessing which prevented him from experiencing the
coming years of strife and despair. Yet from another perspective he was spared
from witnessing the rampant exploitation of his own apocalyptic writings during
those tumultuous years. Many radical factions would rely on Mede’s
millenarianism as a religious and rational justification for drastic ecclesiastical
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and political activism during the years of the Civil Wars and through the
Interregnum period.4
Observing the use of Mede’s apocalyptic writings during the 1640s,
previous generations of British scholars confidently affirmed the association of
millenarianism with a radical agenda. Tai Liu argued that from 1643-1649, as a
result of millenarian implications regarding the role of the church in the
imminent millennial kingdom, opposing parties at the Westminster Assembly
were divided over the issue of ecclesiastical polity.5 Both Bernard Capp and
William Lamont asserted that the ranks of the military were infected with a sense
of triumphant expectation. Factions in Cromwell’s New Model Army and
members of the Fifth Monarchists attempted to usher in the millennium through
their own violent efforts.6 Even more Hugh Trevor-Roper identified the political
agenda of John Dury and Samuel Hartlib, who believed that the reunification of
the Protestant church would mark an eschatological event, inaugurating a
millennial Eden.7 Finally, again illustrating the exploitation of Mede’s writings,
Hill pointed out that in 1643, Parliament authorized the publication of the first
English translation of Mede’s Clavis Apocalyptica;8 a possible political ploy to
infuse an apocalyptic urgency in support of the Parliamentarian cause against the
King. All of these studies presented a historical account of millenarianism
inextricably associated with the radical intentions of certain seventeenth-century
Englishmen. From these studies a consensus definition of millenarianism has
emerged which assumes that radicalism is an essential and necessary component
of a millenarian eschatology.
While some of the inheritors of Mede’s eschatology did indeed wed his
millenarianism to the extreme ecclesiastical and political agendas of the day, did
that properly define all millenarians as radical activists? If not, what was the
relation between millenarianism and activism?9 Likewise, and most important,
did Mede himself conform to this radical paradigm? Would he have approved of
4
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the application of his millenarianism during the revolutionary environment of
mid-seventeenth century England? The answer to these questions can only be
found by examining Mede within the political and ecclesiastical context of early
seventeenth-century England. Mede, of course, formulated his millenarianism
during the volatile period that would erupt in civil war after his death. Within this
period a number of issues sparked dissent and belligerence. By carefully
determining Mede’s position on three issues which were crucial during the early
Stuart period, Mede’s political and ecclesiastical sympathies can be revealed, and
ultimately conclusions can then be drawn as to whether he did or did not intend
to promote a radical agenda through his millenarianism. Within the corpus of
Mede’s published works his millenarian writings have received far more
attention; however, a careful examination of Mede’s non-apocalyptic writings
reveals a startlingly different portrait of the “Father of British Millenarianism.”
By specifically focusing on four of Mede’s brief treatises on the church: The
Reverence of God’s House, The Christian Sacrifice, The Name Thysiasterion or
Altare anciently given to the Holy Tablee and Churches, that is, Appropriate Places
for Christian Worship, along with other small treatises and correspondences
commenting on his contemporary political climate,10 a reexamination of the
association between millenarianism and radicalism within the context of antebellum
England can be accomplished. Subsequently,
n
this thorough examination of the
patriarch of English millenarianism will refine our conception of the relationship
between millenarianism and radical activism, and ultimately contribute to a more
accurate definition of seventeenth-century English millenarianism.

3.ii CRYPTO-PAPISTS
During the seventeenth century conflict between partisan groups within the
church in England mirrored the battlefields where the Parliamentary Army
engaged the royalist troops of Charles I. Rejecting the traditionally “halfly
reformed” settlement instituted during the Elizabethan period, demands increased
within the Church for a proper form of worship consistent with the best
Reformed models on the continent. Puritan activists demanded an end to the
Laudian statutes which too closely resembled vestiges of popery. These
ecclesiastical radicals saw extravagant forms of external worship as idolatrous
and inconsistent with the regulative principle of worship set forth in Scripture.
10
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Contrary to these radical puritans, the central principle for Mede’s position
on worship included the necessity of outward forms. While many of the more
zealous puritans argued that the character of New Testament worship should be
spiritual and internal, Mede thought otherwise: the assertion “that the worship of
the Gospel should be onely spiritual, and no external worship required therein…
is repugnant not onely to the practice and experience of the Christian Religion in
all Ages, but also to the express Ordinances of the Gospel itself.”11 In the
treatise, The Reverence of God’s House, Mede defended the traditional practice
of the genuflexio versus altare, or bending the knee towards the altar. Mede
argued from examples in the Decalogue and even considered the neglect of this
practice to be a sin:
That although Bodily worship, being considered in it self, be one of the
minor Legis [minor laws], of the lesser things of the Law, and the honour
done unto God thereby of no great value (though not of none) in his
sight; yet may a voluntary and presumptuous neglect even of so small a
duty be a great and hainous sin, because such a neglect proceeds from a
prophane disposition and election of the heart.12
For Mede, the glorification of God in worship must be done with the body as
well as the heart. He deduced that if the mouth was employed for singing during
worship, other parts of the body could be used similarly.13 Moreover Mede made
a precise distinction, in a letter to William Twisse, between an image and a place.
For Mede, to worship an image was idolatrous, “for God is a jealous God, and
cannot endure that the worship we give to him should look towards anything as
an Object but Himself.”14 He then explained that it would be absurd to disallow
worshipping towards a place, for then,
we must not look toward any created things when we pray, not to
Heaven, not turn our selves towards the Table where God’s blessings are
when we say Grace,…not lawful to invocate God in his Temple, not
lawful to pray unto him with a Book, not use the Communion Table as a
place to give praise and thanks unto his Name.15
It is evident from this treatise that Mede did not conform to the radical changes
demanded by the puritans, but instead upheld the established practices of the
Laudian Episcopals.
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